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Abstract
The two-dimensionalmelting/solidification transitionof thehighdensity [2012]phaseofBi onCu(111)
has been studiedbymeans of lowenergy electronmicroscopy (LEEM). Thiswell definedphase has an ideal
concentrationof oneBi atomper twoCu surface atoms (θBi=0.500). TheBi density is determined
accurately in situ and thehighestmelting temperatureof 538Koccurs at exactlyθBi=0.500.A significantly
reducedmelting temperature is observed for lowerBi densities (θBi<0.500) and, surprisingly, also for
θBi>0.500.At |ΔθBi|=0.015 themelting temperature is reducedby about 20K.This loweringof the
melting temperature is attributed to a critical vacancydensity atmelting andwepropose that this quantity
triggers the 2Dsolid–liquidphase transition. For this particular system, the critical vacancy fraction for
melting amounts to 5%–6%.AboveθBi=0.500 andnearmelting ahomogeneous, unilaterally
compressedphase, ‘[2012]’ is observed,with adensity that increases continuouslywith coverage. It is
commensurate along á ñ‐11 2 and incommensurate along á ñ‐1 10 .Theability to distinguishbetweenBi
accommodatedwithin the ‘[2012]’phase andBi residingon top as a lattice gas by applyingLEEMisof
crucial importance for the analysis.

Introduction

The two-dimensionalmelting transitionwas coined controversial already in 1988 by Strandburg in her
comprehensive review [1]. Thefield is strongly dominated by theory, but 2Dmelting is still not understood in
detail after a fewmore decades as established byGasser et al [2].We attribute this to a lack of sufficient and
relevant experimental data.Melting in, e.g., colloidal systemswith particle sizes of about 4.5μm [3] and
macroscopic air-fluidizedmodular granular systems [4] have been reported. However, except for classical
systems,mainly condensed noble gas layers (see e.g. [1] and references therein), studies of 2Dmelting in atomic
scale systems are still rare.Where noble gas layers show attractive (Van derWaals) forces we concentrate here on
a high density atomic scale systemwith (strong) repulsive interactions: Bi/Cu(111).

Bi surface alloys and ultra-thin Bifilms on theCu(111) substrate have shown a richmixture of various
physical effects [5–9], including order–disorder transitions [6], a gradual de-alloying [5], and even a liquid-to-
lattice gas phase transition [5]. One of the effects that was predicted in the phase diagramof the Bi/Cu(111)
system after the original structure determination [8], was the occurrence of a Bi coverage dependentmelting
temperature of the [2012] overlayer phasewhich forms in this system.Herewe study themelting behavior of
solids in two-dimensions, as observed through the coverage dependence of themelting of 2D [2012]Bi on
Cu(111).WhenBi is deposited onCu(111) at temperatures around 400K, it initially forms awell-ordered
surface alloywith a (√3×√3)-R300 structure. Upon exceeding a Bi coverage of 1/3ML this surface alloy phase
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is replaced by an adsorbed phase, the unit cell of which is described by a [2012]matrix [8, 10]. This phase
completely covers the visible surface from θBi≈0.47ML, i.e. closely below its ideal Bi coverage, θBi, of 0.500
ML. This allows us tomonitor themelting transition of the [2012]phase in a narrow coverage range around 0.50
ML to visualize the effects of its incomplete structure and associated artificially elevated vacancy density below
0.500ML, and to understand the effects of stress and strain above 0.500ML. A vacancy is defined as an
unoccupied site in the [2012] phase. For the incommensurate phase above∼0.504 a vacancy is defined as a
missing atom from the intrinsic compressed phase. This yields new fundamental insight into how each of these
physical quantities affects themelting of a solid in two-dimensions.

Experimental details

ACu(111) surface5was preparedby cycles of 1keVAr+ ionbombardment and annealing to 1100Kuntil goodquality
LEEDpatternswere obtained andnocontaminationswere detectedwithAuger electron spectroscopy.Thenominal
orientationwas approximately 0.1° (see also [11]). Thebismuthwas evaporated fromaKnudsen cell at a rate of 3
monolayers per hour,where amonolayer is defined as oneBi atomper outermostCuatom. Since this particular run
waspart of amuch longer experiment, it needs tobepointedout that the starting point of themeasurementswasnot a
pristineCu surface, but instead a surface onwhich various temperature cycles had alreadybeenperformed.Aswe
have shown inprevious publications [7, 8], theBiwill leave behind a rangeof three-dimensional structures containing
Bi, but likely alsoCu since they persist to 800K.The surfaceunder investigationherewas preparedby evaporatingBi
at an elevated temperature of 410 KanddepositingmoreBi after several temperature cycles had alreadybeen
performed.The3Dstructures are therefore stable remnants of previous experimental runs. In viewof their complete
stability at temperatures up to even800 Kand the comparativelyminute temperature variations in the experiment
describedhere,we infer that they donot affect the total Bi coverage.

Themelting of the [2012]-phase wasmonitored by recording bright-field low energy electronmicroscopy
(LEEM) images with a slightly tilted beam. The [2012]-phase consists of three equivalent rotational domains. In
awell-aligned bright-field image, each of the three phases contributes equally to the total reflected intensity.
With a slightly tilted beam, this is no longer the case and three different gray levels can be observed in the images.
When the [2012]-layer is subsequentlymolten, the three rotational domains no longer exist and yield a single
uniform gray level. Themelting transition can therefore simply bemonitored by observing the number of gray
levels in the LEEM images.

The temperature wasmeasuredwith a thermocouple and the readings were calibrated against those
underlying the earliermeasurements [8, 9]. The relative accuracy is estimated at 0.2 K,while the absolute one
may be off by<10K.

Calibration bismuth coverage and the structure beyond a coverage of 1/2
Upondeposition ofBi onCu(111) atT=410Ka surface confined substitutional alloywith a (√3×√3)R30°
structure is formed initially,which culminates at a coverage θBi=⅓. Above this coverage the visible area fraction
of the alloy is continuously reduced and theBi atoms forman added [2012] superstructure, which is completed at
θBi=½and appears in three equivalent orientations. Figure 1 shows relative peak heights of representative peaks
of the√3- andof the [2012]-structure, in blue and red, respectively. The√3 peak appears quite late, which
indicates repulsive interactions between the embeddedBi atoms, and it has awell definedmaximum intensity at
θBi=⅓. The [2012]peak also emerges late, equally indicative of repulsive interactions between the adsorbedBi
atoms.Noevidence of the crystalline [2012]phase is foundbelowθBi=0.47. Thedistinct peak iswell defined and
exhibits a sharpmaximumat θBi=½.The position of thenarrowpeak of the [2012]phase allows to estimate the
absolute coveragewith an accuracy of 0.001. Themaximumof the√3phase occurs at exactly 1/3 as expected.We
emphasize that the substitutional Bi structure at⅓ coverage completely disappears in favor of the [2012]Bi ad-
structure at θBi=½coverage.Noalloying is present beyond θBi=½due to the largeVanderWaals size ofBi
compared toCu. The latter agreeswith thefindings forAg/Pt(111) [12, 13], in linewith the generic explanation
given byTersoff [14]. Figure 2 showspart of the corresponding diffraction pattern obtained using LEEM. Inorder
to showall three domains,many peaks havebeen overexposed onpurpose. The peaks encodedwith different
colors correspond to eachof the three equivalent rotational domains. The indices refer to thepeaks of the [2012]-
structure,while also threefirst order substrate peaks are encircled inwhite. Thepositions of the colored peaks vary
with increasing total Bi-coverage between 0.50 and 0.518 as can also beobserved by carefully considering the
attachedmovie is available online at stacks.iop.org/NJP/20/083045/mmedia: theymove along á ñ‐1 10 directions
at theCu(111) surface.As concluded already fromx-ray diffraction data [8], the Bi atoms forma [2012] structure
with a rectangular unit cell at θBi=½.The central Bi-atom is off-center and quite close to a hcpposition on the

5
The crystal was prepared by Surface Preparation Laboratory, TheNetherlands.
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Cu(111) surface. It is actually shifted from this position towards the center of the unit cell.Wefind that this shift
increases continuouslywith increasing total Bi coverage. The resulting single, incommensurate, unilaterally
compressed phase is referred to as ‘[2012]’.

Figure 3 shows the position of the (0,−2) peak as a function of the total Bi coverage, δ, in excess of 0.50 along
a á ñ‐1 10 -direction in real space, i.e. along the long axis of the rectangular unit cell. The shift of this peak is a direct
measure of the in-plane density of Bi (δe, right hand scale) in the three equivalent domains.We stress that the
compression of Bi within the ‘[2012]’ domains only starts after δ passes a certain limit (δ�0.007). This is
attributed to the initial formation of a Bi lattice gas on top of the ‘[2012]’ domains. This also explains the swift
decay of the intensity of the diffraction peak representing ‘[2012]’ (see figure 1) for θBi>0.500. This decay is a
direct consequence of diffuse scattering from the Bi lattice gas building up on top of the ‘[2012]’ domains [15].
From the occurrence of unilateral compressionwithin ‘[2012]’ domains onemust conclude that the Bi atoms
prefer to bind to the substrate, as compared to residing on top of ‘[2012]’ patches. These findings lead to a
refinement of the proposed phase diagram for Bi/Cu(111). For a coverage beyond θBi=0.500 [8] reports the
coexistence of two phases: a commensurate, non centered [2012]phase and a centered phase, UIC, with a local
density of 0.527, commensurate along á ñ‐11 2 and incommensurate along á ñ‐1 10 .Our actualfindings are
incompatible with the presence of two coexistent phases for temperatures above 410K. Instead, we observe
upon deposition of Bi at 410 K a single, incommensurate, homogeneous phasewith a density that increases

Figure 1.Normalized intensities of representative√3 (blue) and [2012] (red) peaks as a function of the Bi exposure. The nominal
concentrations of both phases are 1/3 and½, respectively. The substrate was held at 410 K.

Figure 2.Partial diffraction pattern of the [2012]Bi/Cu(111) structure at θBi=1/2. The red, blue and green spots apply to different
equivalent rotational domains. Thewhite circles show the substrate spots and these are also part of the Bi-domains. The indices refer
to the red, blue and green unit cells (see inset) and refer to the base vectors of the rectangular unit cell in reciprocal space. The crenate
black border indicates the limits of the aperture in the imaging column. The kinetic electron energy is 41.2 eV.
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continuouslywith Bi coverage. It appears to gradually connect the [2012] at 0.500 and the limiting case, UIC, at
0.527without a density gap. This ‘[2012]’ phase is stabilized by a low density lattice gas of Bi on top of thefirst
Bi layer.

Compression necessarily leads to a displacement of all Bi atoms from their energetically favored positions
within the [2012] structure at θBi= 1/2. As a result an energetic barrier exists before compression sets in. The
lattice gas acts as an enabler for the unilateral compression. The density of this lattice gas amounts to about
0.0075 Bi atoms per Cu(111) unit cell. Compression starts when the gain in energy for Bi binding directly to the
substrate, as compared to binding on top of the ‘[2012]’ phase, exceeds the loss of energy of the Bi atomswhen
they are forced to leave their optimal binding sites due to compression. Figure 3 also shows data for the (1, 0)
peak. This peak splits and shown is the distance between the two components, again along a á ñ‐1 10 azimuth. The
splitting reveals details of the behavior of the ‘[2012]’-structure during compression and the delayed appearance
of the splitting is in linewith the formation of a lattice gas on top of the ‘[2012]’-domains.

In order to understand the compression inmore detail we refer tofigure 4. It shows a sketch the positions of
the Bi atoms. For simplicity we consider a case inwhich the Bi atoms assume fcc and hcp positions on the
Cu(111) surface θBi=0.500.We note that in reality the central atommay be closer to the center of the unit cell
and it does approach the center evenmore closely with increasing Bi coverage [8]. The compression takes place
along the horizontal direction, i.e. a á ñ‐1 10 direction and as a result the atomsmove in the direction indicated by
the small green and blue arrows. The blue (and also the green) atoms assume identical positionswith a period
given by 1/δε in units of the Cu nearest neighbor spacing. This can be seen by comparing the extreme left hand
and right hand panels infigure 4 and also its caption. The splitting of the (1, 0)peak is reproduced in a calculation
using the kinematic approximation, seefigure 5. It becomes immediately clear that the amount of splitting is a
directmeasure of the amount of Biwithin the ‘[2012]’ domain. Themost directmeasurement of the amount in
excess of a Bi coverage of½ is obtained from the position of the (0,−2) peak. The splitting is twice the shift of the
(1,±1)peaks in accordancewith the experimental data infigure 3.

Figure 3.Position of the (0,−2) peak (red data) and the separation of the two peaks resulting from the split (1, 0) peak (black data
points) as a function of the total Bi coverage horizontal axis. The right hand ordinate displays the Bi coveragewithin the ‘[2012]’
adlayer. δ=θBi–0.500 and δε is the excess Bi density within the ‘[2012]’ phasewith respect to 0.500 of the [2012] phase.

Figure 4.The uppermost Cu(111)-atoms are at the intersections of the gray lines. The Bi atoms are colored according to their parent
sub-lattice in the relaxed state at θBi=½.The period of the displacement array is given in fractions of theCu nearest neighbor
distance. The arrows indicate the directions ofmovement of the Bi atoms during unilateral compression. Itsmagnitude is of the order
of one percent. The right-hand side panel is shifted in total by oneCu cell when compared to the commensurate [2012] structure. N.B.
The small incommensurability<5.4% along the horizontal axis cannot be visualized on this scale. The ‘vertical’ excursion of the atom
from the center of the unit cell decreases with increasing coverage.
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It is also noted that at¼ and¾of the period of the compression of the ‘[2012]’ phase, illustrated infigure 4,
the local structure becomes a centered one and for those situations the intensity of the (m, n) peaks goes to zero
whenm+ n assumes an odd value. This is the basis of the peak splitting form= 1, n= 0. Indeed the intensity of
the (1,±1) peaks goes toward a distinctminimum intensity (see the discussion further below and also themovie
provided in the addedmaterial). In slightly different wording, the glidemirror plane along the horizontal á ñ‐1 10
direction is in agreementwith themissing or clearly reduced intensity for the (m, n) peakswithm=0 and
n=1, 3,K−1,−3,KThe residual intensitymay be explained by the slightly tilted electron beam.

Themelting temperaturewith variation of the Bi density aroundθBi≈0.5
Biwas deposited up to θBi=0.483ML at 410K. After reaching this coverage the temperature of the substrate
was increased until themelting transitionwas observed. Figure 6 illustrates how themelting transition of the
[2012] phase is identified in bright-field LEEM. The left hand imagewas taken just beforemelting.

Each of the three equivalent [2012] domains has a somewhat different gray tone due to a purposely slightly
misalignedmicroscope. These different levels of gray disappear aftermelting as shown in the right hand image,
where no indication for crystalline domains is visible anymore.We note here that thefluctuations of the domain
borders are strong just beforemelting (see the also added secondmovie). Themelting line of the Bi [2012]-phase
was then probed by an alternating step-wise increase of coverage and temperature (horizontal and vertical line
segments, respectively). The sequence ofmelting and solidification transitionswas continued until upon
increasing Bi coverage a solidificationwas no longer observedwithin a reasonable timeframe. This behavior is
observed for the total Bi coverages exceeding 0.50ML. The experiment was then continued by changing the sign
of the temperature change. Above 0.50ML themelting and solidification transitionswere again observed in an

Figure 5.Calculated diffraction patterns along the á ñ‐1 10 direction in real space and thus along the ky-axis defined infigure 2. The red
and blue curves apply for the commensurate and the unilaterally compressed incommensurate structure, respectively. In the
calculation the compression has an assumed value of 4%.

Figure 6. LEEM images just before (left) and just after (right)melting. The three different shades of gray indicate three equivalent
rotational [2012] phases. Thefield of view is 4μm, the electron energy 6.4 eV and the temperature about 523K. Step bunches and
single steps appear as curved dark lines. The dark spots showdefects in the channelplate and the bright spots are stable 3D remnants of
previous experimental runs. These are completely stable at 800K and act as non-participating spectators in the current experiments.
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alternating fashion, now for a decreasing value of the temperature following the deposition of additional
bismuth. The just described direct excursion through the phase diagramof the Bi/Cu(111) system is plotted in
figure 7.

Beforewe address the physics underlying the remarkable coverage dependence of themelting temperature
we remind our readers of the fact thatmelting in three dimensions is accompanied by the appearance of a
significant equilibriumdensity of vacancies within the crystal. Atmelting, this density can amount to several
percent for highmelting pointmetals [16]. This bulk defect concentration, which increases exponentially upon
approaching themelting point has beenmeasured bymacroscopicmethods [16] and also inferred from
microscopic experiments [17]. Herewe propose that the vacancy density can be used as a criterion formelting in
two-dimensions too. Vacancy inducedmeltingwas suggested before in literature [18, 19], but not demonstrated
quantitatively.

Wefirst focus on the center of the phase diagram. For the ideal [2012] phase the fundamental thermal
excitation is the generation of a vacancy-adatompair, i.e. a Bi atom from the [2012] layer is promoted to a Bi
adatomon top of this phase, leaving behind a vacancy. By definition, the fractional coverage of adatoms, θa, is
identical to that of vacancies, θv, given by

q q q q- - =-( )( ) ( )1 1 e , 1
E

k Tv a a v

v

B

q q q= = =
+

( )a
1

1 e

, 1
E
k T

a v

2
v

B

where Ev is the formation energy of the vacancy. The left-hand side describes the generation of vacancy adatom
pairs. For the generation of these pairs one requires for an excitation at any given lattice site, that the site is filled
at the lower level within the adlayer, and not occupied by an adatom at the higher level on top of the adlayer. The
right-hand side gives the annihilation of a vacancy by descent of an adatom,which requires an unoccupied site at
the lower level and afilled site at the higher level. In equilibriumboth sides are equal, giving rise to the result in
equation (1a). For a hypothetical case withEv=0 one arrives at the required result that the probability tofill
both levels is equal (1/2). For sake of completeness wemention that, due tomutual interactions between the
adsorbed Bi atoms, the formation energy of vacanciesmay depend on coverage.

For a coverage smaller than θBi=½MLwe deal with vacancies of non-thermal origin too. Their fractional
coverage,V, is determined by the exact exposure at which the Bi fluxwas stopped before obtaining each
individual data point. Near themelting point also vacancies and adatoms are generated thermally with
θ=θv=θa.We can safely assume that equilibrium exists between the vacancies within the [2012] layer and the
adatoms on top. For the generation and annihilation of vacancy/adatompairs in equilibriumwefind

q q q q- - - = +-( )( ) ( ) ( )V V1 1 e . 2
E

k T
v

B

Figure 7.Themelting temperature of the [2012] phase as a function of the total Bi coverage. The dashed line shows the ideal phase at
θ=1/2 and the black crosses refer to themelting as derived fromLEEM images. The horizontal part of the phase coexistence line
between liquid and solid Bi reveals the build up of the lattice gas on top of the [2012] adlayer. During the experiment the temperature
was raised/dropped extremely slowly (dT/dt<2K min−1.), to warrant adiabatic behavior, following the black profile. The coverage
was raised during the horizontal segments of this profile. The red curves denote themelting—solidification transition expectedwhen
assuming a critical vacancy coverage of 0.055 (= 0.0275 in terms of θBi). (See the detailed description further below in the text.)
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This gives rise to a 2nd order polynomial in θ

j q j j q j- + - + - + - =( ) ( ) ( ) ( )V V V1 2 1 0 32

withj =exp(−Ev/kBT) andV=2·(0.500 – θBi). For any given combination ofV and (coverage dependent)Ev
we obtain the coverage of thermally generated vacancies (=that of adatoms) θ. Entropic effectsmay be of some
(minor) significance, but are ignored here.

The experimentally observedmelting temperatures in the presence of non-thermal fractional vacancy
concentrationsV are summarized in table 1.Note that themelting temperature in the last column is the result of
thefit.We nowpropose that a critical fractional vacancy coverage, θvcr=V+θ triggersmelting. To check this
presumptionwe have calculatedV+θ for a number of assumed θvcr—values using equation (3).Wefind that
the obtained critical fractional vacancy coverage is constant alreadywithin±14%upon a variation of the forced
fractional vacancy coverage by an order ofmagnitude (0.003–0.033).

We nowdiscuss the right-hand side branch of the phase diagram infigure 7. The data are summarized in
table 2.We apply the same conjecture that the same constant critical fractional vacancy density θvcr is required
formelting. Sincewe now are dealingwith the intrinsic system (i.e.V=0) equation (1) can be rewritten as

x x
q

= -
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( ) ( )E k T2 ln

1
1 . 4v B m

vcr

As according to table 2 themelting temperature decreases with increasing compression the formation energy
of vacancies in the 2D ‘[2012]’ film has to decrease too. Indeed the increasing repulsionwithin the film leads to a
reduced binding of Bi to the substrate and thus a lowering of the formation energy for vacancies Ev. Therefore,
the concept of a constant required fractional vacancy concentrationwhich triggersmelting provides a viable
framework for a consistent explanation of understanding both branches of the phase diagram infigure 7 (see
further below).

Discussion

The acquisition time for the data shown infigure 7 has been about 3 h, i.e.∼104 s. In order to keep the system
sufficiently stable under these conditions and allow for the applied analysis, the loss of Bimaterial should be kept
below∼0.01ML. The vapor pressure of Bi at themelting point (544K) equals about 10−9mbar [20].Wefirst
assume that the Bi atoms on top of the [2012]film behave like adatoms on the surface of a bulk Bi crystal. Then
the evaporation rate in equilibriumwould be compensated by the impingement rate which equals about 10−4

per lattice site per second. The estimated loss ofmaterial during the experiment is then about the coverage of
adatoms. For an adatom fractional coverage of 0.02 the loss ofmaterial would be 0.01ML. Taking into account
thatmost of the time the substrate temperature is below 538K (see figure 7), we conclude that themass
conservation limitsmentioned above are just secured. This implies that the adatom fractional density and thus
the critical fractional vacancy coverage formelting, θvcr, has to be only about a few percent or less. The
evaporation from the [2012] phase directly into vacuummust be less than this amount and therefore the binding
energy of Bi toCu(111)must be�1.95 eV.

We emphasize oncemore that themelting temperature as a function of the Bi density behaves differently on
each side of the ideal coverage θBi=½ in a qualitative sense. Due to a fundamentally different origin of the Bi
vacancies in the [2012] phase, as described before, themelting temperature increaseswith increasing θBi for
θBi<½and decreases with increasing θBi for θBi>½.The plain fact that we observe this trend reversal at the
expected coverage unequivocally implies that the loss of Bi due to evaporation during the experiment is
negligible and that the precise Bi coverage can be accurately established.

Table 1. Forced fractional vacancy coverage,V, andmelting temperature,Tm in [2012] phase.

V 0.033 0.029 0.023 0.019 0.015 0.013 0.003 0

Tm (K) 520.0 522.5 526.5 529.5 533.5 535.0 537.5 538.0

Table 2.Compression, ξ (=2 δε), and correspondingmelting temperature,Tm in ‘[2012]’ phase.

ξ 0 0.003 0.005 0.008 0.011 0.017 0.020 0.022

Tm (K) 538.0 535.0 533.6 532.4 531.3 526.3 520.1 517.7
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In conclusion, θvcrmust be (well) above 0.033, the highest applied fractional coverage of non-thermal
vacancies used in the experiment. At the same time it probably is smaller than∼0.06 sincewe find no stable
[2012] phase below θBi≈0.47 as derived from figure 1. It is tempting to conclude that the [2012]Bi phase below
this coverage ismolten too. (At least, it shows no long range ordering.) For a possible variation of θvcr from0.033
to 0.06 the corresponding vacancy formation energy varies (see equation (4)) from314 to 255meV. This result
can be compared to 350meV for the formation energy of bulk vacancies in Bi [21]. Usually the formation energy
for surface vacancies is lower than that for bulk vacancies. Polatoglou et al [22] found for a number ofmetals a
ratio of 0.58–0.71. The ratio of coordination numbers, as often suggested in statistical physics, would lead to a
factor of 0.75. Itmust be considered here too that the bond strength toCu(111) is relatively high (see discussion
above)which leads to an increase of the formation energy of vacancies within the [2012] layer. It is concluded
that the obtained value of 264meV for the formation of vacancies in the [2012]Bi layer onCu(111) is reasonable
indeed.

From equation (4) and the data in table 2we derive that the unilateral compression of the ‘[2012]’ phase leads
to a linear decay of the formation energy for vacancies with increasing compression ξ

x= -( ) ( )E meV 264 410 . 5V

This weak dependence on the compression does not affect the conclusions for stability of the ‘[2012]’ phase
as discussed above. The experimental phase coexistence line for the liquid and ‘[2012]’ solid as shown by the
right red curve in figure 7 is describedwell by equations (1), (4) and (5) for θvcr=0.055.

As already noted in the discussion offigure 1 the late emergence of the diffraction peaks of the [2012] phase is
straightforwardly understood in terms of strong repulsion between bismuth atoms. In the extreme case of a
description in terms of a hard honeycombmodel [23] the transition froma disordered fluid phase to an ordered
crystallinewould occur a θBi=0.422.We observe the ordered crystalline phase only for θBi>0.47which is
attributed to repulsion near completion of the [2012] phase.When these (strong) interactions are tentatively
described by

q= + -⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠( ) ( )E meV 264 1800

1

2
6v Bi

one obtains a nicely constant critical vacancy fraction formelting of 0.055. The application of equations (2) and
(6) results in the red curve representing the phase existence between liquid Bi and the [2012] solid in the phase
diagram infigure 7 (left hand branch).

We conclude that the phase coexistence line between 2D liquid and 2D solids around θBi=0.500 is perfectly
described by assuming a single critical vacancy fraction formelting of 0.055. Slightly different values of θvcr
would equally well describe the experimental data. The single data point that is off by a distinctmargin is thefirst
one at 520K. Beforemeasuring this data point the sample temperature was raised over a larger route and the
sample temperature probably lacked behind somewhat. A quantitative estimate is considered impossible.

In the present case the system is in essence a two level system inwhich Bi atoms originating from the lower
[2012] layer can be promoted into an adatom site in the higher layer. Establishing equilibriumbetween the
adatoms and the vacancies in these layers requires sufficiently long lifetimes of the adatoms in the higher layer,
i.e. loss of atoms to the vacuum (evaporation) should be zero (or negligible). In that case also the formation
energy of vacancies should be sufficiently low in order to let themoccur before evaporation takes place. The
bond strength to the substrate is an important parameter aswell. Under these conditions the concept of a critical
vacancy density formelting provides a powerful framework for understanding the reversiblemelting—
solidification behavior. Further experiments are needed to verify whether this simple concept can be helpful in
understanding 2Dmeltingmore in general. Difficulties such as structural phase transitionswithin the 2D film,
the corrugation of the interaction potential between adsorbate and substrate, as well as attractive interactions
between the adsorbates can play an important and deceptive part too. These probably contribute to the deviating
behavior reported for Pb/Cu(111) [24].

The elaborate previous paper [8] on this system reports for coverages θBi>0.500 the coexistence of two
solid phases, i.e. the limiting incommensurateUIC phasewith a local coverage of 0.527 and the also limiting
commensurate [2012] phasewith a coverage of 0.500. A sketch of both conformunit cells is shown infigure 8. It
was also emphasized that theUIC structure is centered and the [2012] is not. The excursionΔ of the central
atom along the á ñ‐11 2 direction (vertical line infigure 8) amounts to 0.54Å [8]. (For theUIC structure
Δ=0 [8]).

Information onΔ is accessible in our current experiment by analyzing the peak intensities in the recorded
LEEDpatterns, as exemplified in figure 2 and in the accompanyingmovie. For the centrosymmetric UIC
structure (Δ=0) the (m, n)peaks with odd (m+ n) values are forbidden.Within the kinematic approximation
the integral area of the (1, 0) peak is then proportional to:
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where d is the size of the unit cell along (á ñ‐11 2 )Cu rows. For the symmetrically equivalent (−1, 1) and (1, 1)
peaks one obtains:
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For the relative intensity we thenfind:
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Possible effects due to diffuse scattering of electrons by the lattice gas [15] are nicely canceled out. Sincewe
deliberatelymisaligned themicroscope to distinguish rotational domains, symmetrically equivalent peaks have
different intensities evenwithin a single domain. Therefore, we used the average intensity of the two nearest
allowed peaks (I1−1 and I11) to normalize the intensity of the ‘forbidden’ peak (I10). To obtain information onΔ
(red domain, see figure 2)we take 2·I10/[I1−1+I11] andfindΔ=0.80Å for the [2012] phase. This value is
comparedwith the previously obtained value of 0.54 Å [8]. The latter was obtained at room temperature andwe
attribute this difference to a calculated density difference of thermally excited vacancies of about 0.8%.Note that
an increase of the density with 0.008would lead to a decrease ofΔ by about 0.25 Å and the resultingΔ-values
agree nicely.We are able tomonitor the variation ofΔ as a function of the compression ξ too. The result is
shown infigure 9. For the split peakwe integrate over the total profile. For statistical reasonswe choose to use
peaks for the red domain fromfigure 2.

Initially,Δ stays constant in linewith the build-up of the lattice gas phase (see figure 3 and the corresponding
discussion). Immediately upon the set-in of the compression at δ≈0.0075 (see figure 3)Δ starts to decrease. It
seems to follow a linear decay down toΔ=0 for the limiting caseUIC at θBi=0.53 (δ=0.03). The dashed line
is plotted as a guide to the eye to illustrate this behavior. The continuous decrease ofΔwith increasing
compression is again in line with the presence of a single ‘[2012]’ phase in the considered θBi range.

The current results give rise to amodification of the phase diagram for Bi/Cu(111) around θBi=0.500. The
actual result is shown infigure 10.

Figure 8. Sketch of the commensurate [2012] phase (solid circles) and the uniaxially compressed incommensurateUIC phase (dashed
circles). Only the Bi atoms are shown.
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Conclusions

Wehave carefully calibrated the Bi coverage onCu(111) using low energy electronmicroscopy. A [2012]Bi
phase is formedwith a coverage around the ideal 0.5ML (1 Bi per 2Cu outermost layer atoms). Unilateral
compression along the close packed direction occurs for θBi>½.Themelting temperature of this phase
increaseswith θBi for θBi<0.5 and decreases for θBi>½.This remarkable behavior is rationalized by
introducing a critical vacancy fraction θvcr at themelting temperature. This critical fraction is argued to amount
to θvcr=0.055 (0.0275 Bi vacancies per Cu(111) surface-layer). The corresponding vacancy formation energy is
264meV at θBi=0.500. The rise of themelting temperature with θBi for θBi<0.5 is caused by a continuously
decreasing fraction of non-thermal vacancies, while a fallingmelting temperature for θBi>0.5 is associated
with a decreasing vacancy formation energy with increasing compression. The occurrence of a critical vacancy
concentration formelting in 2Dbears a distinct analogywith the 3D case and the thoughtful consideration of
such analogiesmaywell lead to a better understanding ofmelting in 2D.

The current in situmeasurements demonstrate the presence of a single and compressed ‘[2012]’ phase for
θBi>0.500, at least for temperatures above 410K. The central Bi atom in the ‘[2012]’unit cellmoves
systematically towards the center of the unit cell with increasing uniaxial compression.Wefind no evidence for
the coexistence of two phases, [2012] andUIC as concluded previously from room temperature experiments.

ORCID iDs

Harold JWZandvliet https://orcid.org/0000-0001-6809-139X

Figure 9.The displacement,Δ, along á ñ‐11 2 of the central Bi atom from the center of the incommensurate ‘[2012]’unit cell as a
function of δ=θBi−0.500. The dashed line represents a linear decay ofΔwith δ down to 0 for theUICphase at θBi=0.53
(δ=0.03).

Figure 10.Details of the Bi/Cu(111) phase diagram around θBi=0.500.
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